Social networks tend to contain some amount of randomness and some amount of non-randomness. The amount of randomness versus non-randomness affects the properties of a social network. In this paper, we theoretically analyze graph randomness and present a framework which provides a series of non-randomness measures at levels of edge, node, and the overall graph. We show that graph nonrandomness can be obtained mathematically from the spectra of the adjacency matrix of the network. We also derive the upper bound and lower bound of non-randomness value of the overall graph. We conduct both theoretical and empirical studies in spectral geometries of social networks and show our proposed non-randomness measures can better characterize and capture graph randomness than previous measures.
Introduction
Social networks have received much attention these days. To understand and utilize the information in a social network, researches have developed various measures to indicate the structure and characteristics of the network from different perspectives [4] . Various properties including its size, density (a measure of the relative number of connections), power-law degree distributions, average distance, smallworld phenomenon, clustering co-efficient(the tendency of the network to aggregate in subgroups), community structures etc. have been discovered. For surveys of analysis of large graphs, refer to [4, 11, 17] .
Social networks tend to contain some amount of randomness and some amount of non-randomness. Consider an online social network where each node denotes an individual and an edge between two nodes denotes a social interaction between the two individuals. An individual's social network tends to consist of members of the same ethnic group, race, or social class. Intuitively, two friends of a given individual are more likely to be friends with each other than they are with other randomly chosen members. The edge connecting one individual's two friends contains less randomness. However, an individual also tends to have some number of random friends from other groups and those edges between this individual and his random friends contain more randomness.
The amount of randomness versus non-randomness at node/edge levels can clearly affect various properties of a social network. Although randomness plays an important role in understanding the geometry and topology of social networks, very few studies have formally investigated this issue.
In this paper, we analyze graph randomness at all granularity levels, from edge, node to the whole graph. We shall present a framework which provides a series of nonrandomness measures at different levels. Non-randomness specified at the edge level can help users quantify how different a given interaction is from random interactions. Similarly, non-randomness specified at the node level can help users quantify how different a given individual is from random nodes (those individuals actually not belonging to this social network). In our framework, we first examine how much non-randomness a given edge (social interaction) has, then measure a node's non-randomness by examining the non-randomness values of edges connecting to this node. Finally, we derive the non-randomness measure of the whole graph by incorporating the non-randomness values of all edges within the whole graph.
Our study analyzes social networks from a spectrum point of view. Graph spectral analysis deals with the analysis of the spectra (eigenvalues and eigenvector components) of the nodes in the graph. It has been shown that there is an intimate relationship between the combinatorial characteristics of a graph and the algebraic properties of its adjacency matrix. Our theoretical results shall show that all our nonrandomness measures can be determined by spectral coordinates of nodes in the first k-dimensional spectral space where k corresponds to the number of communities in the graph.
• We present a framework which can quantify graph nonrandomness at edge, node, and the overall graph levels. We show that all graph non-randomness measures can be obtained mathematically from the spectra of the adjacency matrix of the network. We present a relative non-randomness measure of the overall graph, which allows quantitative comparisons between various social networks with different sizes and densities or between different snapshots of a dynamic social network. We show that the expectation of the relative non-randomness measure of random graphs generated by the ER model [6] is zero and the relative non-randomness measure of any graph is lower (upper) bounded by the regular (complete) graph.
• We conduct both theoretical and empirical studies in spectral geometries of various real-world social networks and random graphs. Our proposed nonrandomness measures can better characterize and capture graph randomness than previous measures [2] .
• We also analyze how both edge non-randomness and node non-randomness distribute in real-world social networks and random graphs. Our results show that edge non-randomness and node non-randomness of real-world social networks usually display some high skewed distributions, obeying either a power law or an exponential law. On the contrary, random graphs display approximate normal distributions.
Paper Outline
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the notations used in this paper and present preliminaries of spectral graph analysis.
In Section 3 we theoretically analyze how coordinates of node points are distributed in the k-dimensional spectral space and why they can be used to measure graph nonrandomness. We present our framework and analyze in detail how to derive edge non-randomness, node non-randomness, and the overall graph non-randomness from graph spectrum in Section 4. Section 5 presents our empirical evaluations using various social networks and random graphs. We offer our concluding remarks and discuss future work in Section 6.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we use bold lower-case variables, e.g., x x x, to represent vectors; upper-case alphabets, e.g., A, to denote a matrix. α α α T refers the transpose of vector α α α. Table  1 summarizes the notation used in this paper.
A network or graph G(V, E) is a set of n nodes V connected by a set of m links E. The network considered here is binary, symmetric, connected, and without self-loops. Let A = (a ij ) n×n be its adjacency matrix, a ij = 1 if node i and j are connected and a ij = 0 otherwise. Let λ i be the the set of the neighbors of node u λi, x x xi λi is the ith largest eigenvalue of A, and x x xi is its eigenvector. xij xij is the jth entry of x x xi X X = (x x x1, x x x2, . . . , x x x k ) α α αu the spectral coordinate of node u:
the non-randomness of a node (u) RG the non-randomness of the overall graph G eigenvalues of A and x x x i the corresponding eigenvectors, and
. Let x x x i be the unit eigenvector of λ i and let x ij denote the j'th entry of x x x i .
We can see from Formula (2.1) that the eigenvector x x x i is represented as a column vector. The row vector (x 1u , x 2u , · · · , x nu ) represents the coordinates of node u in the n-dimensional spectral space. In Section 3, we shall show that only the coordinates of node u in the first kdimensional spectral space determine the randomness of u where k indicates the number of communities within the graph. Hence we define α α α u = (x 1u , x 2u , . . . , x ku ) ∈ R 1×k as the spectral coordinate of node u in the k-dimensional space.
It has been shown that the eigenvalues of a network are intimately connected to many important topological features. For example, The eigenvalues of A encode information about the cycles of a network as well as its diameter. The maximum degree, chromatic number, clique number, and extend of branching in a connected graph are all related to λ 1 . In [18] , the authors studied how a virus propagates in a real work and proved that the epidemic threshold for a network is closely related to λ 1 . Refer to [13] for more relationships between the spectral and real characteristics of graphs. In this section, we explore how the spectral coordinate (α α α) of a node point locates in the projected spectral space. Especially we will show that node points locate along k quasiorthogonal lines when graph G contains k communities 1 
For community G i , we can define its density as
It can be expressed as
where A is the adjacency matrix of graph G. The density for this division of the graph is 
When node u and v are in the same community G t , x tu , we have that x tv is much greater than the rest entries in α α α u and α α α v . Hence
In other words, points α α α u and α α α v approximately locate along a straight line that goes through the origin. Similarly, when node u and v are in two different communities G t and G w respectively, with x wu ≈ 0 and
which means that α α α u and α α α v are approximately orthogonal. If a bridging node v is in the overlap of two communities S t and S w , both tth and wth entries in α α α v are not negligible.
Since neither x tv nor x wv is close to 0, | cos(u, v)| is not close to either 1 or 0, which indicates that bridging nodes locate between the quasi-orthogonal lines formed by communities, and are also away from the origin. Figure 2 shows the 2-D spectral geometries of a synthetic network as shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , there exist two dense subgraphs (denoted by red or blue color respectively), which are separated by one bridging node (node 45, denoted by white color), in addition to some random nodes (denoted by green color). We can observe from Figure 2 nodes in the two dense subgraphs are projected along two straight and quasi-orthogonal lines in the 2-D spectral space and nodes in green locate around the origin in the projected space. We can also observe that node 45 (white color), which separates two communities, locates away from the origin and between two quasi-orthogonal lines.
A framework of measuring graph non-randomness
In this section, we present our framework which can quantify randomness at all granularity levels from edge, node, to the overall graph. We begin with a study of edge nonrandomness by spectral coordinates of its two connected nodes in the spectral space. We then define the node nonrandomness as the sum of non-randomness values of all edges that connect to it. Similarly, we define the overall graph non-randomness as the sum of non-randomness values of all edges within the the whole graph. The formal definition is given below. 
The edge non-randomness R(u, v) is defined as
R(u, v) = α α α u α α α T v = k i=1 x iu x iv .
The node non-randomness R(u) is defined as
where Γ(u) denotes the neighbor set of node u. Throughout this section, we use politics book network [10] as an example to illustrate how we define and calculate graph non-randomness at various levels. The politics book network contains 105 nodes and 441 edges as shown in Figure 3 . In this network, nodes represent books about US politics sold by the online bookseller Amazon.com while edges represent frequent co-purchasing of books by the same buyers on Amazon. Each node is labeled as "liberal"(blue), "neutral"(white), or "conservative"(red). These alignments were assigned separately by Mark Newman based on a reading of the descriptions and reviews of the books posted on Amazon. Figure 4 shows the 2-D spectral geometries of the politics book network data. We can observe from Figure 4 that the majority of vertices projected in the 2-D spectral space distribute along two straight and quasi-orthogonal lines. It indicates that there exist two communities with sparse edges connecting them. The first up-trend line consists of most nodes in red color while the second down-trend line consists of most nodes in blue color. White nodes distribute either around the origin or between two quasi-orthogonal lines in the projected space. 
The graph non-randomness R G is defined as
R G = (u,v)∈E R(u, v).
Edge Non-randomness: R(u, v)
From Section 3, we know that the spectral coordinates of a node reflect its relative attachment to different communities in G. When it comes to the measure of non-randomness of an edge that connects two nodes, intuitively, we need to incorporate the relationship of two nodes' spectral vectors.
The edge non-randomness measure R(u, v) in Definition 1 can be rewritten as
which is determined by the product of α α α u 2 α α α v 2 and the cosine of the angle between α α α u and α α α u . Generally, R(u, v) tends to be large when u and v are clearly belong to the same community (since cos(α α α u , α α α u ) ≈ 1). R(u, v) tends to be small when 1) u and v are from two different communities (since cos(α α α u , α α α u ) ≈ 0); 2) or either node (or both nodes) is noisy (since α α α u 2 α α α v 2 ≈ 0). This intuitively reflects the formation of real world social networks: two individuals within the same community have relatively higher probability to be connected than those in different communities. Figure 5 (a) plots the distribution of edge nonrandomness values, where x-axis is the cosine value between α α α u and α α α v while y-axis denotes the product of the two vector lengths. Figure 5 (b) shows a snapshot of different types of 441 edges characterized by edge non-randomness values of politics book network. We can observe that distributions of edge non-randomness values characterized by different regions reflect different types of edges in the original graph: edges with large cosine value (plotted along the vertex line x = 1 and denoted by the blue '+') mostly connect two nodes within the same community; edges with small vector length product (green '+' and plotted along the line y = 0) mostly connect to non-central nodes; edges plotted in other area forms bridging edges between the two communities. All the above is consistent with our previous explanations in Section 3. R(u) A node's nonrandomness is characterized by the non-randomness of edges connected to this node. This is well understood since edges in social networks often exhibit patterns that indicate properties of the nodes such as the importance, rank, or category of the corresponding individuals. Result 1 shows how to calculate the node non-randomness using the spectral coordinates as well as the first k eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix. RESULT 1. The non-randomness of node u is the length of its spectral vector with eigenvalue weighted on corresponding dimensions:
where
PROOF. Let a a a u denote the u'th row of the adjacency matrix A. Since x x x i satisfies Ax x x i = λ i x x x i and A is symmetric,
Hence, a a a u x x x i = λ i x iu , and we have
We can see that the result is elegant since the node non-randomness is actually determined by its vector length weighted by eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix.
Using node non-randomness measure, we can easily separate singleton nodes 2 and noise nodes (with small R(u) values) from those nodes strongly attached to some community (with large R(u) values). We can also identify those nodes bridging across several groups by examining its relative positions to orthogonal lines corresponding to different communties.
Comparison with HITS
Our node non-randomness R(u) can be used to identify those non-random individuals. However, it is different from those traditional link based object ranking methods based on centrality measures. For example, HITS algorithm [9] uses the principle eigenvector to assign authority/hub scores to each node. For undirected social networks, since A is now symmetric, authority and hub scores are the same, which are the principle eigenvector of A 2 . Denote A = XΛX T as the eigen-decomposition of A. Since X is orthogonal, A 2 = XΛ 2 X, the authority/hub scores from HITS algorithm in undirected networks are equivalent to the entries of x x x 1 . Therefore, if we are sure that the graph has only one community, our measure is reduced to the HITS score. However, many real-world graphs contain more then one community. Table 2 compares the difference between the top 10 non-random nodes identified by our measure and the those identified by HITS for polbooks network. We can observe from the Table 2 that top 10 nodes identified by our measures include important nodes from two communities while HITS only identifies nodes from one community. This is because HITS uses x x x 1 only, the scores only reflect relative positions of points along the x 1 -axis in Figure 4 . Hence they can only discover central nodes in one community (labeled as liberal) with the highest density. On the contrary, our node non-randomness measure, which uses the weighted vector length in the k-dimensional spectral space, can successfully discover non-random nodes from all k communities. This empirical evaluation indicates our node non-random measure 2 The singletons are degree-zero nodes who joined the network but have never made an interaction with another user in the social network. is different from the traditional centrality measures used to rank nodes.
Graph
Non-randomness R G and Relative Nonrandomness R * G In our framework, the graph nonrandomness R G is defined as the sum of non-randomness values of all edges within the graph. Result 2 shows R G can be directly calculated using the first k eigenvalues.
RESULT 2. The graph non-randomness of the overall graph G can be calculated as
PROOF. The second equation is straightforward since every edge is counted twice in the sum of node non-randomness. For the third equation, denote X as (x x x 1 , x x x 2 , . . . , x x x k ) where each column is an eigenvector of A: Ax x x i = λ i x x x i , hence we have
The above result is elegant since we can use the sum of the first k eigenvalues to determine the non-randomness of the overall graph. Recall that k indicates the number of communities in the graph. In this paper, we assume the value of k is either specified by domain users or discovered by those graph partition methods. There are tons of work on how to partition graph into k communities (refer to a survey paper [1] ).
Chung and Graham indicated the use of the largest eigenvalue λ 1 as an index of the non-randomness of the overall graph since the first eigenvalue of random graphs characterizes the frequency of subgraphs [2] . Our analysis shows that λ 1 may not be an appropriate measure to quantify the graph non-randomness for real-world social networks since they usually contain more than one communities. Actually, we can see that the index of graph non-randomness using λ 1 is a special case of our proposed measure R G with k = 1.
All real networks lie somewhere between the extremes of complete order and complete randomness. While the absolute non-randomness measure R G can indicate how random a graph G is, it is more desirable to give a relative measure so that graphs with different size and density can be compared. One intuitive approach is comparing the graph's non-randomness value with the expectation of nonrandomness value of all random graphs generated by ER model. We can use the standardized measure defined as
where E(R G ) and σ(R G ) denote the expectation and standard deviation of the graph non-randomness under ER model. Our Theorem 1 shows the distribution of R G . 
THEOREM 1. For a graph G with k( n) communities where each community is generated by ER model with parameter

PROOF: In G each community has n/k nodes, and hence
Let λ i be the largest eigenvalue of the ith community
Since λ i has the asymptotical normal distribution with mean ( n k − 2)p + 1 and variance 2p(1−p) [8] , then R G also has the asymptotical normal distribution with mean and variance as in the theorem .
With Theorem 1, we directly have the following result.
RESULT 3. The relative non-randomness of the overall graph G(n, m) can be calculated as
For any two graphs, G 1 and
|, we can conclude that G 1 is more random than G 2 . Since the relative non-randomness measure R * G of ER graph approximately follows the standard normal distribution with mean 0 and standard variance 1, we can use 1 − Φ(R * G ) to indicate the similarity between this graph and a random graph, where Φ(x) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Strictly speaking, Figure 6 : Relative non-randomness measure and its distribution
is the probability that how less likely graph G is actually generated by ER model.
The relative measure indicates to what extent one real world graph is different from random graphs in terms of probability. As illustrated in Figure 6 , when R * G is close to 0, the graph G tends to be more likely generated by ER model. From the statistical hypothesis testing point of view, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that G is generated by ER model. On the contrary, when R * G is far away from 0, it indicates the graph G is towards extreme ordered graph. We can safely reject the null hypothesis since 1 − Φ(R * G ) (denoted as the gray region in Figure 6 ) is significantly small.
Another interesting property illustrated in Figure 6 is that R * G of any graph is lower (upper) bounded by that of rregular (l-complete) graph respectively. For graphs G(n, m) with k communities, we define the r-regular graph as a graph with each node having r neighbors and the l-complete graph here as a graph where each community is a clique of l nodes. 
THEOREM 2. For any graph G(n, m) with k communities, we have
Their expressions are shown in Table 3 .
PROOF: See appendix. Discussion. When it comes to a graph with one community, our graph non-randomness measure R G is reduced as λ 1 as shown in Equation 4.4. It has been shown in [8] that the largest eigenvalue has asymptotically the normal distribution with mean (n − 2)p + 1 and variance 2p(1 − p) when graph G follows ER model with parameter n and p. This Table 3 : Non-randomness measure for different graphs with the same (n, m) and k communities Graph, p = 2km Theorem 2 shows that r-regular graph and l-complete graph are most non-random graphs among all graphs G(n, m). The relative non-randomness value of r-regular graph reaches the largest negative value while that of lcomplete graph reaches the largest positive value. Recall that the expectation of the relative non-randomness value of ER graphs is 0. Figure 7 illustrates how the relative nonrandomness values of r-regular graph and l-complete graph vary when the density of graph increases. Note that the number of nodes across all graphs is fixed (n = 30). When we increase the number of edges, the range determined by the bounds decreases. In the extreme case of m = 435, both relative non-randomness values are zero since the graph is a fully complete graph.
Comparison with other graph spectra
The graph spectrum has been well investigated in the graph analysis field. It has been shown that the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix and the normal matrix are good indicators of community clusters [5, 12, 15, 19] . The difference between our non-randomness framework and those traditional spectral clustering methods has two-folds. First, spectral clustering methods aim to minimize the cut between communities while our randomness framework is based on maximizing the densities of communities. Second, in traditional spectral clustering methods, communities are represented by dense clusters in the spectral space of Laplacian or normal ma- trix while communities in our framework are represented by quasi-orthogonal lines in the spectral space of the adjacency matrix. Our proposed framework can quantify randomness at all edge, node, and overall graph levels using spectra of the adjacency matrix. It is interesting to explore whether similar frameworks can also be derived using spectra of the Laplacian or normal matrix. We will study this issue in our future work.
Empirical Evaluations 5.1 Data Sets
We used several network data sets in our evaluation. All data sets (except synthetic and Enron data) together with descriptions can be found at http: //www-personal.umich.edu/˜mejn/netdata/. The Enron network was bulit from email corpus of a real organization over the course covering a 3 years period. We used a pre-processed version of the dataset provided by [14] This dataset contains 252,759 emails from 151 Enron employees, mainly senior managers. In this paper we focused on emails sent from and to these 151 people. An email graph is an undirected and un-weighted graph with edges connecting senders and recipients of emails during the corresponding time periods. The semantics of an edge (u, v) in such a a graph is that there has been at least five email communications between u and v. The synthetic data was generated using ER model with parameters n = 1000 and p = 0.2. Table 4 shows graph statistics, and graph non-randomness values (calculated using R G and R * G ) of various social networks. We can observe that the relative non-randomness measures (R * G )) of real world social networks are significantly greater than zero while that of the synthetic random graph is very close to zero. Using R * G , we can relatively compare the randomness of graphs with different sizes and densities. For example, we can observe that the network of the dolphins contains less randomness than the karate data since R * G of the dolphins (1.61) is greater than that of the karate data ( We are also concerned with the connection between various real graph characteristics and our graph nonrandomness measure (which is derived from graph spectrum). We conducted two types of perturbations on politics book: addition/deletion of randomly chosen edges, and switches of edges. For each perturbed graph, we calculated λ 1 , R G with k = 2, and two real graph characteristics (Transitivity and Modularity). The transitivity measure, C, is one type of clustering coefficient measure and characterizes the presence of local loops near a vertex. It is formally defined as C = 3N∆ N3 where N ∆ is the number of triangles and N 3 is the number of connected triples. The modularity measure, Q, which indicates the goodness of the community structure [4] , is defined as the fraction of all edges that lie within communities minus the expected value of the same quantity in a graph in which the vertices have the same degrees but edges are placed at random without regard for the communities. A value Q = 0 indicates that the community structure is no stronger than would be expected by random chance and values other than zero represent deviations from randomness.
Graph non-randomness of various social networks
Intuitively, when the magnitude of perturbation increases, we expect the graph tends to lose its structural properties. Figure 8 (a) and 8(b) show our empirical evaluations on how Transitivity, Modularity, λ 1 , and R G are changed along perturbations on politics book. One interesting phenomenon is that the relative non-randomness measure always decreases when the magnitude of perturbations increases. We show the strict proof for the perturbation of adding edges in Theorem 3 in Appendix. Furthermore, our graph nonrandomness measure R G can better reflect the change trend indicated by Transitivity and Modularity than λ 1 . For example, in Figure 8 (b), λ 1 remains almost unchanged even when the graph is significantly perturbed by random switches.
5.3
Distributions of node non-randomness and edge non-randomness It is well known that the degree distributions in many real-world networks, such as the power-law distribution observed for the Internet and the the Web graph, differ significantly from the Poisson distribution of random graphs [1] . We are interested in the edge non-randomness distribution as well as the node non-randomness distribution in real-world networks and how they are different from synthetic random networks generated by the ER model. We conducted experiments using three networks: synthetic data generated by the ER model with n = 1000 and p = 0.2, politics books, and Enron network. Figure 9 (Figure 10) shows distributions of edge (node) non-randomness of these three networks. We can observe from Figure 9 (a) and Figure 10 (a) that the distributions of both edge nonrandomness and node non-randomness follow approximately normal distributions.
The linear-log plot in Figure 9 (b) indicates that edge non-randomness R(u, v) of 441 edges in politics book has a highly skewed form, approximately obeying an exponential law. However, Figure 9 (c) shows that edge non-randomness R(u, v) of the majority edges in Enron email network only approximately obeys an exponential law. The log-log plot in Figure 10 (b) indicates that node non-randomness R(u) of 105 nodes in politics book clearly follows a power law distribution. However, there is no evidence to display the power law pattern for node non-randomness distribution of 151 nodes in Enron data as shown in Figure 10 (c).
The distributions of both edge non-randomness and node non-randomness for real networks are quite different from those for random graphs. We also conducted evaluations on other real-world social networks. Although we cannot reach the conclusion that they definitely follow power law (or exponential law) distributions, our empirical evaluations did show that they are usually highly skewed, with a small number of edges (nodes) having an unusually large non-randomness values and a large number of edges (nodes) having small non-randomness values. 
Evolution of graph non-randomness
We are interested in how the graph non-randomness may change for dynamic social networks. We performed the randomness analysis on the monthly email graphs from Enron data. In Ta One interesting question here is how those newly added edges in each month are different from randomly added edges. To answer this question, we construct synthetic data sets H t by randomly adding m t − m t−1 edges to G t−1 . We can see in Table 5 that R * Ht is always less than R * Gt−1 since the randomly added edges increase the graph nonrandomness. Specifically, the 39 newly added edges in the real graph G 7 decreases the relative non-randomness by 0.10. However, when we randomly add 39 edges to G 6 , the relative non-randomness of H 7 decreases by 1.40. This difference indicates those 39 newly added edges in G 7 are significantly different from randomly added edges. On the contrary, 40 newly added edges in G 8 are not significantly different from randomly added edges. Since the number of nodes are unchanged across all monthly graphs, we are also interested in how the subset of individuals identified as top non-random nodes (e.g., top 30) is varied dynamically. We used Jaccard's index measuring the similarity between two subsets. Formally, we define
where S t denotes the subset of non-randomness nodes from data G t . We can observe from Table 6 that those nonrandom nodes do change along the time. Hence, our node non-randomness measure R(u) can be applied in practice to monitor the change of individual's roles in terms of its randomness in the social network.
Conclusion and Future Work
The focus of our paper was to present a formal framework characterizing graph non-randomness at various levels. We first proposed a novel measure to characterize the edge nonrandomness using spectral coordinates of two connected nodes projected in the k-dimensional spectral space. We then characterized the node non-randomness based on the nonrandomness of edges connected to this node and the graph non-randomness based on the non-randomness of all edges within the graph. All non-randomness measures are simple numerical indices which can be derived elegantly from graph spectrum. We studied several real-world social networks for which our non-randomness measures display useful and desirable properties. We also show that non-randomness measures have different distributions between real-world networks and random graphs. Empirical evaluations on dynamic social networks demonstrated the utility of these measures on monitoring the evolution of graph non-randomness change as well as those non-random (important) nodes.
The major goal of this article has been the development of graph non-randomness measures. We have shown that the graph non-randomness measure is determined by the sum of the first k eigenvalues, where k indicates the number of communities in the graph. We are interested in how different choices of k affect the graph non-randomness. Second, we only validated our measures on small social networks which contain only thousands of nodes. We will consider the computational complexity issues when extremely large networks are available. Finally, we have not investigated in full the relationship between our proposed non-randomness measures (especially the graph non-randomness) with traditional measures. Traditional measures such as modularity can also be used to measure the community structural property. It is interesting to compare our measures with those traditional ones and explore how to apply the proposed nonrandomness framework to solve practical problems such as graph partition.
